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As if digitAl CApture didn’t
hAve enough ChAllenges
AlreAdy.
KodaK Vision3 250d Color negative Film 5207/7207

is the newest member of the KODAK VISION3 Film platform. Offering
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the highest resolution available, VISION3 Films continue to raise the
bar with unrivaled highlight latitude and reduced grain in shadows
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for greater flexibility and control in post. Combine that with film’s
proven archival capabilities and you have the state-of-the-art image
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Learn more at www.kodak.com/go/250d
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NEWS & PRODUCTS

Freeman Selects Hitachi
SK-HD1000
The audiovisual division of Freeman—a
leading provider of integrated marketing services for corporate conventions,
trade shows, and exhibits—bought six
Hitachi SK-HD1000 native 1080i HDTV
studio/field production cameras to
provide HD video support at its clients’
corporate meetings, expos, and other
major events. The Hitachi cameras are
primarily used for image magnification
(or I-MAG) so that meeting attendees
can get a better view of the speakers
and activities on stage by watching
the video projected onto a big-screen
HD display. They’re also used to produce an HD-quality video record of
the events so that people can watch
the proceedings afterward on physical
media or via the Internet.

Fujinon XA50X9.5B ESM-D
HD Telephoto
Fujinon introduced the XA50X9.5B
ESM-D HD telephoto lens that features
the same optics as the XA50X9.5 lens
introduced at the 2009 NAB Show in
April. This new lens is designed for
“hard” cameras – or ENG cameras that
use system expanders. A good choice
for rental companies, the cost effective
XA50X9.5B ESM-D was designed for
smaller venues and applications that
do not require extremely high magnification. It is ideal for basketball arenas
and certain camera positions in other
professional and collegiate sports
coverage, as well as houses of worship
and corporate events.

Panasonic Free Downloadable Scene Files
Panasonic Broadcast announced the
availability of a wide range of scene
files for the popular AG-HPX300 P2 HD
shoulder-mount camcorder with AVCIntra recording. The downloadable
scene files provide a user with an array
of new “looks” to increase creativity.
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They are available at www.panasonic.
com/scenefiles. P2 HD scene files
allow users to move quickly from one
preferred look to another without
having to make manual setting adjustments to tone and color in the camera.
The scene files feature creative looks
suited for shooting sports, independent films, news, beauty, music videos,
night scenes and more. The new scene
files can be easily downloaded onto an
SD Memory Card and read from the
camera’s built-in SD card slot.

One workflow.
From Lens to Post.

a new TV technology been so rapidly
adopted,” Steve McGowan, Nielsen’s
SVP of client research initiatives, writes.
“And despite the recession, Americans
seem willing to continue to spend
their hard-earned money on this new
technology.”

OConnor 120EXe Encoding
VFX Head

IDX E-HL9 High Load
Battery Series
IDX System Technology, Inc. introduced
the company’s new premier power
system: the E-HL9 Series, a high-performance, high-load Lithium Ion battery
line designed for the age of professional high-definition (HD) production.
Specifically geared for the industry’s
power-hungry video and film camera
systems, the E-HL9 Series enables productions to shoot continuously for long
periods, while handling the extreme
in-rush associated with many of today’s
most sophisticated recording and lighting systems. With a 10 Amp capacity,
nearly 50% greater power delivery over
previous IDX batteries, these new models deliver battery energy demanded by
today’s intensive production equipment.

OConnor Engineering introduced the
120EXe Encoded Heavy Duty Fluid
Head, designed to provide high-precision pan and tilt position information
for cinema quality visual effects production on feature films and commercials.
The new 120EXe is being premiered
by Mo-Sys, in conjunction with Mo-Sys
latest camera motion capture system.
The 120EXe provides absolute output
pan and tilt position information via
an external 19 pin Fischer connector.
Mo-Sys provides a companion encoder
box for the 120EXe which allows highresolution pan and tilt data of 1.8 million counts per revolution to be output
from the head, making it suitable for
film and HD formats.

Ki Pro is an all new way of connecting production and post.
Finally, shoot on the same codec as you edit with, Apple ProRes 422,
built natively into Ki Pro’s stand-alone, portable hardware.

HSN Adding 43 Sony HD
Cameras
HSN, the interactive lifestyle network,
is converting to high-definition operations with the installation of 43 Sony
HDC-1400 HD cameras at its sevenstudio television production complex in St. Petersburg, Fla. The new
high-definition plant being created is
fiber-based and also included Sony
MVS-8000 switchers and XDCAM camcorders, as well as BVM-L2300 master
monitors and LUMA LCD monitors.

33% of TV Homes Have HD
As of February 2009, 33.3% of U.S.
TV homes had at least one HD set,
up from 19.3% in February 2008,
according to Nielsen’s National People
Meter panel. “Not since color TV was
introduced more than 50 years ago has

Ki

Century Glass for Z5U &
FX1000
Schneider Optics introduced Century
HD accessories for the new HVRZ5U and HDR-FX1000 camcorders. They include the .6X HD Wide
Angle Adapter, .75X HD Wide Angle
Converter, Fisheye HD Adapter, 1.6X
HD Tele-Converter, and Achromatic
Diopters in strengths of +2.0 and +3.5.
Attaching neatly to the camera’s lens
front, Century Pro Series HD accessories are designed to help the user
shoot wider, reach further, and move
in closer than the lens alone will allow.
Most units are equipped with a bayonet
mount for quick, secure installation and
easy removal. HD

With its extensive analog and digital connectivity, virtually any video and audio source can be fed into Ki Pro.
It also includes AJA’s powerful 10-bit realtime up/down/cross-conversion, enabling instantaneous recording
of SD or HD from any camera format.
Record pristine ProRes media to a removable Storage Module with built-in FireWire 800, or to
34mm ExpressCard Flash — both instantly mount on your OSX desktop for immediate editing and file access.
Ki Pro is tough and rugged, yet small and portable, designed for real production environments.
Powered through an industry standard 4-pin XLR, you have flexible AC and battery options. Use Ki Pro on a
table, or mate it between your camera and tripod via a bulletproof optional aluminum cage, complete with
sliding baseplate and accomodation for 15mm rods.
Visit our website to discover the full details of how Ki Pro will change your world.
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Record natively to Apple’s ProRes 422 codec
for full raster 10-bit 4:2:2 HD and SD.
Record to a removable Storage Module
with built-in FireWire 800 or 34mm
ExpressCard Flash.
Built-in WiFi and Ethernet for complete
control via a web-browser, or your iPhone.
Connect any digital camera via SDI or HDMI,
or any analog camera. Convert in realtime
from SD to HD, or 720 to/from 1080.
Ki Pro is your hub for all types of sources,
regardless of format or connectivity.

Matt and Amy Roloff
as seen on Little
People, Big World.

Big World
in HD

Photo by John Keatly for TLC

Defining

by Steven DeRosa

D

irector of Photography and filmmaker Tom Curran likes to create an intimate relationship between the subject and his camera. Whether he’s shooting a scene on TLC’s hit
reality series Little People, Big World or a sensitive and powerful interview with the
victim of a pedophile deacon on a remote island in Alaska, Curran believes his camera should
serve as another character in the story he’s telling.
To achieve this verité/reality style in HD, Curran employs a variety of techniques—shooting
in 24p to give his images a more cinematic and timeless feel, primarily relying on handheld to
obtain unique angles, and preferring a viewfinder to LCD screens to better control and compose his frame. Curran’s camera of choice is JVC.

6

Now in its fifth season, TLC’s Little People, Big World chronicles the lives of Matt and Amy
Roloff and their four children—Jeremy and Zach (twins), Molly and Jacob. Matt, Amy and Zach
are all little people (or dwarfs) and the series often highlights how they face the day-to-day challenges of being small in an average-sized world. Produced by Gay Rosenthal Productions, the
popular series switched to HD after two seasons in SD, when Curran and his crew brought cameras from Sony, Panasonic, Canon, and JVC to the Roloffs’ 34-acre farm in Oregon where they
performed rigorous tests. After reviewing the footage, the choice was clear and the show went
into production on its third season with two JVC GY-HD250 and two GY-HD200 cameras.
“What JVC brought to the table with the 200 series was a beautiful image with very deep

7

Photo by John Keatly for TLC

Roloff children (left to
right): Molly, Jacob,
Zach and Jeremy.
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rich blacks and the ability to handle high-contrast well,” says Curran. “But what really set
JVC apart for me was that you could put an
incredible piece of glass in front of the camera and the form factor. We use the Fujinon
13x wide angle lens, which is very sharp and
suits this camera beautifully. Ergonomically,
the camera fits so comfortably on your shoulder and feels like the type of cameras I’ve
been working with for years. You don’t have
to search for little iris rings or focus knobs,
you have a standard camera to operate with.
It also helps that you’re not toting around a
twenty-four pound camera. By the time this
camera’s rigged out with a battery and a
FireStore drive, you’re looking at about fourteen pounds. That ten pound difference is
significant when you’re shooting twelve hour
days.”
With a demanding shooting schedule
that sometimes runs ten months out of the
year, Little People, Big World, is no small
undertaking and the intimate world created
by Curran’s lensing has played a significant
role in the show’s success. “Some of the
principles on the show are around four feet
tall, some are six feet tall, but we often try to
shoot from a perspective of a little person. So
I spend a lot of time shooting on stools or on
my knees. I’m not sure you could do that all

day with a heavier camera.”
The cameras also proved to be very rugged. “When we’re shooting up in Portland
in the summer, there’s a lot of dust and it’s
a tough environment. But these cameras
have seen a lot of miles, too. We’ve been to
the Bahamas, to the British Virgin Islands, to
Hawaii, and this year we’ll be travelling extensively through Europe.”
“For the style of the show, it really is
important for us to have the camera become,
in effect, a family member,” says Curran.
“We really try to be respectful of the family’s space but at the same time think, well,
if I was one of the brothers sitting in on this
scene, where would I sit? I want the camera to
have that view of what’s happening between
people, that relationship. A camera like JVC’s
in combination with the Fujinon lens gives
us a smaller profile that lets us get intimately
involved with a scene. It’s a really special thing
to be able to watch a family, in a sense, figure
life out.”
As for workflow on Little People, Big
World, Curran and his crew are doing dual
acquisition to tape and to FireStore drives.
“We use the tape originals as our main acquisition and the FireStore drives as back up, and
they really give you a sense of confidence that
you know you’ve got it. We have six of them

Tom Curran is an Emmy award-winning cinematographer known for his
background in adventure and sports shooting in extreme locations. He also
directs and shoots fiction films and long format documentaries. His award
winning film Adrift aired on PBS and is being distributed by WGBH-Boston.
Tom is experienced with all film and video formats, hand held cinema
verité shooting, directing multiple camera scenes, and dramatic lighting.
Curran studied at the American Film Institute and periodically teaches
cinematography at USC.
Tom is the owner of Night Train Pictures – a company that outfits
documentary and reality series with a variety of HD and standard definition
cameras and portable lighting packages for television production. Night
Train currently provides the HD camera packages for TLC’s hit series, Little
People, Big World.
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could manage the media with just a small
two-person crew. Because the cost is so low,
you could start to treat those cards as tape.”
Although Curran couldn’t be more
pleased with the HD250 and HD200 cameras
on Little People, Big World, he does see the
networks are beginning to feel more comfortable with tapeless acquisition. “In terms of
verité shooting and documentary shooting,
JVC cameras have so many strengths that
they’re a real contender, especially the HM700
because it has so many advantages for this
format and it’s so easy to take care of and
manage those SDHC cards.” HD
Steven DeRosa is a freelance writer and the
author of Writing with Hitchcock. He has lectured
on film and screenwriting at NYU’s Hitchcock
Centennial Conference, The American Museum
of the Moving Image, Film Forum, and New
School University, and has been a contributing
writer to the Writers Guild of America Awards.

Photos by Klaus Toft

Photo by Michael Bovee

Tom Curran at dusk with
HM700 in St. Michael, Alaska.

on the show and we have a fulltime loader
who basically handles the media and checks
the tapes. The FireStore drives have worked
out really well for us.”
Recently, Curran took JVC’s new
GY-HM700 compact shoulder mount camera
to St. Michael, Alaska. Together with co-director and co-producer Michael Bovee, Curran
got a first-hand look at how the HM-700 performs in extreme environments. Just 200 miles
south of the Arctic Circle, Curran encountered
blizzard conditions and five below zero temperatures even though it was April, and both
he and the HM700 performed well (although
Curran may have had the edge, having shot
seven Iditarods previously).
Curran also took a liking to the LCOS
(Liquid Crystal on Silicon) viewfinder on the
HM700, which has five times the resolution of
typical color viewfinders. “It’s an enormous
improvement. You have a much, much higher
resolution, and again, I use the viewfinder
almost exclusively. When you’re composing
shots, you really define your world by what
you’re shooting through that viewfinder. The
closer that you can get to what you’re actually
going to see in its finished form, really helps
you. It helps you to compose, it helps you
to understand what your color is, what your
exposure is, and perhaps most critically, what
your focus is. And when you’re working in HD,
focus becomes really critical, and with some
viewfinders, it’s really hard to find focus.”
Curran also experienced recording to
SDHC memory. “I hadn’t worked SDHC cards
before. We had four 16GB SDHC cards with
us that held about an hour of footage each,
and for me what was pretty remarkable was
how fast they downloaded, how quickly we

Thunderheads
by David Royle

P

ilots generally keep as far away from
thunderstorms as possible. So it is hard
to imagine that a team of scientists
would be willing to fly as close as possible
to a thunderstorm, risking life-threatening
turbulence, lightning, and hail the size of
grapefruit. But that’s precisely what a daring
international team of scientists and researchers decide to undertake when they converge
on Darwin, Australia, to catch ‘the perfect
storm.’ Their resources: planes, a ship, and
the best gadgets money can buy. Their mission: to understand the role of thunderstorms
in climate change.
Filmed in HD, the Smithsonian Channel’s
Thunderheads captures the skill, determination and courage that go into their ambitious
and perilous experiment.
Filming in these conditions posed an
enormous challenge for director Klaus Toft of
ABC (Australia) “Most challenging were logistics & dealing with the monsoonal heat and
humidity. The experiment spanned 9 weeks
and involved 250 people, 1000 weather balloons, 6 different nationalities, 7 planes, a ship
and numerous locations – creating a considerable challenge for a field crew of only three
cameramen. New methods had to be devel-

oped for filming thunderstorms ‘up-close-andpersonal’ in HD.”
The Sony CineAlta HDW-900 was used
as the main camera, but Klaus said “it was
an issue in terms of fatigue for hand-held
shooting and resulted in two busted ribs for
one cameraman who tripped and caught the
CineAlta on his chest.”
He added; “the main challenge was getting cameras close to some serious storm
action.” The filmmakers solved the problem
by handholding Sony Z1P cameras on planes
piloted by daredevils willing to skirt the huge
thunderheads. “These smaller cameras were
particularly useful,” says Klaus, “when filming a Russian pilot flying missions in a highaltitude craft called the Geophysica – an
aircraft-come-spaceship with minimal space
for camera equipment.”
The resulting footage is awe inspiring and
humbling. Klaus transports us into the lair of
‘Hector’, one of the largest thunderstorms on
the planet, and we witness the full force of
nature’s fearsome beauty. HD

Above: 20,000 foot high
thunderhead nick-named
‘Hector’ rises off the coast
of Darwin.
Top: The Russian aircraft
Geophysica approaches a
thunderhead over Darwin.

David Royle is Executive Vice President for
Programming and Production at the Smithsonian
Networks.
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Steve Sechrist is
an editor/analyst
at Insight Media, a
technology based
media firm specializing
in large format and
micro display and
related industries.
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Got 3D? This take off on the
popular “Got Milk” ad underscores the new direction highend 3D cinema supplier RealD
(Beverly Hills, CA; www.reald.
com) is taking their technology
as their “LP” (short for linear
polarizing Z Screen) seeks to
“bring the power of 3D to the
small screen” via a compatible
DLP projector. The offering is
actually an externally mounted
peripheral device that hangs
off a compatible projector,
like the NEC NC800, Christie
Mirage HD, or Lightspeed
Design HD DepthQ and used
along with a silver screen from
Harkness, MDI or Stewart.
Joshua Greer, president
of RealD said. “The RealD LP
creates stunning 3D images
for small or medium size audiences, …bringing new possibilities to using the power of
3D.” For small screens (up to
17 ft. wide) used in business,
“3D content is more engaging, memorable and productive,” Greer said. Some target
areas the company is considering include conference
rooms, R&D centers, museum

Revenue
in a Down Economy

Enhancing
by William Wheeler

C
exhibits, mobile education
centers, virtual rides and other
entertainment attractions.
Flexibility in switching
between 2D and 3D content
is another big plus for the
peripheral technology according to RealD. Beyond excessive costs, the alternative of
using two projectors mounted
and targeting a left/right eye
image creates maintenance
and other issues best avoided
by using the RealD peripheral
approach, the company said.
The RealD LP is an
externally mounted peripheral
for a single 3D-enabled DLP

projector, with electronic
controls conveniently
integrated inside the device.
When 3D content is fed to
the projector in full-resolution,
frame-sequential format, the
RealD LP allows content to be
seen in 3D by polarizing right
and left eye images. Viewers
wear RealD eyewear custom
built for the LP solution.
The RealD is calling their
LP solution the world’s first
mobile, single-projector,
passive 3D solution. They
offer the technology for
lease through the company’s
professional division. HD

ontent providers are always looking for
tools to help them get more for their
money. And time is money. So what
do you do when you’ve got your program cut
perfectly but you need to shorten it?
Enter the fully automated HD/SD Time
Tailor from Prime Image, a patented device
that fits content to time. It is a feature rich,
fully automated system designed for broadcasters, cable networks, content providers
and post production facilities. The Time Tailor
increases profitability by reducing the run time
of program content to allow more time for
commercial spots, or to adjust content to fit
into existing time slots, seamlessly, all while
maintaining the original creative integrity of
the program.
Traditionally, there have been two main
methods used for reducing a program’s run
time to fit into a new time slot: straight edits
and varispeeding.
Staight edits are extremely time consuming
with editors typically removing 10-20 frames
at a time, in addition to cutting entire scenes.
This often compromises the integrity of the

program. In addition, the original closed
captioning is lost and must be recreated.
The varispeed process, which increases
the playing speed of the program, removes
up to a maximum of 4% run time. There is
a perceptual reduction in viewing quality
because of visual artifacts and changes in
audio pitch, and, like straight edits, varispeed
cannot maintain closed captioning.
The HD/SD Time Tailor reduces time
automatically and undetectably, and closed
captioning is preserved. It is used successfully
throughout the industry in movies, television
and post production. CBS, NBC, CNN, SONY
and Turner Broadcasting, among others, use
the process.
Deborah Rocklin, Editorial Services for
Sony Pictures Entertainment says, “We’ve had
great success with Time Tailor. First, it truly
simplifies our editing process- closed captioning stays intact and turnaround is fast. Second,
the quality of the finished result is exceptional,
without the varispeed artifacts.” HD
For more information on this product please
check out www.primeimage.com

Eric Rigney, Executive
Director in Digital Picture
Editorial’s Edit 1, Sony
Pictures Studios.
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Photo by Nathan Oishi

RealD Opens Peripheral 3D Market

Our National Parks
by Bob Fisher

(L to R) The National Parks
director Ken Burns and
writer/producer Dayton
Duncan at Grand Teton
National Park.
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by long-time Florentine cameraman Allen
Moore, Burns and newcomer Lincoln Else.
Squires’ modest camera package consisted of an Aaton XTR camera that he has used
for years, Canon 8:64 and 11:165 mm zooms,
a 300 mm long lens, and a tripod. “The
Aaton camera is absolutely reliable,” he says.
“With only gentle cleaning by my assistants,
it worked beautifully at locations from the
bottom of the Grand Canyon to 16,000 feet
above the Alaskan glaciers. Abel Cine Tech
flawlessly handled routine maintenance at the
ends of long trips.”
Squires carried a backpack, and sometimes they had mules haul supplies. There
was also a two-week raft trip down the

Photo by Craig Mellish © 1995 - 2008 Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). All Rights Reserved.

Photo by Craig Mellish © 1995 - 2008 Public Broadcasting Service (PBS). All Rights Reserved.

T

he National Parks: America’s Best Idea
will premiere in high-definition format
on PBS stations on September 27, 2009.
The 12-hour, six-part documentary series
begins with the birth of the idea of having
national parks that belong to the people during the mid-1800s, and follows its evolution
through contemporary times. The documentary was produced by Florentine Films in
conjunction with WETA, the PBS affiliate in
Washington, D.C.
Florentine Films was organized by Ken
Burns during the mid-1970s, while he was still
a student at Hampshire College. This is his
22nd long-form documentary.
“Making this film was one of the great
joys of my life,” says writer/co-producer Dayton
Duncan, who has also
authored a companion
book published by Alfred
Knopf. “Each park is
unique and has its own
fascinating story.”
The National Park
Service has a presence
in 49 of the 50 states.
Delaware is the only
exception. In addition to
58 national parks, there
are 333 national monuments.
The documentary
artfully blends archival
footage, including blackand-white stills and newsreels from the 1920s and
‘30s with some 40 interviews, and what Burns
has described as “the
most stunning cinematography in the history of
Florentine Films.”
Buddy Squires was
the principal cinematographer. Additional cinematography was done

Photo by QT Luong/terragalleria.com © 1995 - 2008 Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS). All Rights Reserved.

Colorado River through the Grand Canyon,
and a bush plane shuttled him around parks
in Alaska. “We were shooting in daylight, but
there is something special about the look of
tungsten-balanced film with a number 85 filter
on the lens,” he says. “I mainly used (KODAK
VISION2) 7212, a 100-speed film balanced for
tungsten light. When it got dark, I used some
(KODAK VISION3 500T) 7218 film.”
Squires composed the footage in 16:9
aspect ratio. John Dowdell at Goldcrest Post
in New York City has been the principal colorist on Florentine Films since Brooklyn Bridge.
Squires often arrived at locations where

they were going to shoot 30 to 45 minutes
before sunrise and kept working until 45
minutes to an hour after sunset. That doesn’t
include travel time to and from locations.
They were in Alaska during the middle
of summer when there was sunlight 21 to 22
hours a day. “The sunlight gave us opportunities that you would never dream of on the
biggest sound stage with the largest crew,”
Squires concludes. “No matter how prepared
we were – there were always surprises. It
was 20 degrees below zero at Yellowstone in
winter. The sky was filled with beautiful white
plumes from geysers of boiling water thrust
up into the frozen landscape. I turned around
and saw a buffalo with icicles hanging off its
furry chin with streams of steam coming out
of his nostrils.”
“We had to see the potential and be at
the right place at the right time, and then be
very patient. There is a place in Volcanoes
National Park where a river of lava flows off
a cliff and into the sea. Flying low over the
coast with rays of sunset dancing off of the
primal fireworks display of liquid red hot rock
exploding beneath my feet was a magical
experience. There is purity to the accidents
of nature that you could never plan. It was a
wondrous process of discovery.” HD

Above: Arches National
Park, Utah.
Left: The National Parks
cinematographer Buddy
Squires filming at Glacier
Bay National Park.
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Catch it Keep it

Host Zach Selwyn and
engineer of destruction
Mike Senese on the set
of Catch It Keep It.
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challengers an opportunity
to win an all expenses paid
trip for two to Costa Rica. But
first they must devise a way to
save a 100-gallon aquarium
holding the tickets as it’s
pounded by the forces of a
level five hurricane. The torrential rain, approximately 150
miles-per-hour winds and the
flying debris that hits with over
1,700 pounds of force tests

the strength of their inventive
design.
To capture the incredible
details of each team’s intricate
designs and builds, as well
as the eventual attempted
demolition of final product,
film crews primarily used the
Sony-Z7U. The crew also used
the Sony-Z1U and one SonyV1U as secondary and time
lapse cameras. HD

Saddleback Church Upgrades to
b y J e n n i f e r Ta y l o r

S

Photo courtesy of Science Channel
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magine a 62 inch flat screen
television falling from a 50
foot crane or an expensive
scooter being launched off an
80 foot long ramp, suspended
26 feet off the ground. Total
annihilation – is what will happen if three skilled challengers, on Science Channel’s new
series Catch it Keep it, cannot
invent, design and build a
structure within 48 hours that
will ultimately save these and
other valuable prizes.
During each episode of
Catch it Keep it, the show’s
“engineer of destruction,”
Mike Senese, devises ways to
test the contestants’ engineering mettle by threatening to
obliterate a cherished prize. If
the team can successfully rescue the item then each contestant gets one for his or her
very own, but if they fail the
expensive luxury item will be
destroyed. Host Zach Selwyn
guides viewers through the
pressure packed 48 hours as
the team works tirelessly not
only against the clock, but
against passionate differences
of opinion and never-ending
obstacles during assembly of
innovative designs.
In one episode, the team
of challengers decides to
build a counter weight net system in order to catch a motorized scooter before it propels
off a ramp 26 feet high at 40
miles-per-hour. Unknown final
velocity and impact force of
the scooter have the competitors scrambling to design a
foolproof scooter catcher.
Another episode gives the

addleback Church, one of the largest
religious congregations in the country,
recently completed the first phase of its
expansion into HD. The church’s new video
control room uses Sony’s PDW-700 XDCAM
HD optical camcorders, complemented by
Sony HDC-1400 studio cameras. Broadcast
systems integrator TV Magic engineered and
installed the HD video control room and production system.
The new Sony HD cameras provide the
equipment infrastructure to deliver video
internally across the main campus as well as to
eight HD-compatible satellite locations. The
HD feeds are switched for image magnification in the main worship area and also used to
create a program feed for Saddleback’s onsite
worship rooms and at its regional venues.
According to Greg Baker, technical
director for Saddleback, a key benefit of the
XDCAM HD system was its ability to provide
a flexible interface between existing and new
products, allowing Saddleback Church to
upgrade its full infrastructure over time.

XDCAM

The church also wanted a file-based
workflow that would allow it to not only store
video on hard drives, but also to maintain
physical archives. The non-linear, file-based
recording functionality of the XDCAM recording system allowed the church to archive both
ways.
Saddleback Church serves Southern
California through more than 200 ministries
and worship at 11 venues, and offers seven
service times every weekend. Teachings are
delivered live or edited on Final Cut Pro systems and then delivered to different campus
worship areas via fiber.
XDCAM technology improved workflow
production with its unique ability to store clips
as both full-resolution and lower-resolution
files which can be uploaded for remote editing via i.LINK or Ethernet connection. The
church’s tapeless workflow relies on disk- and
drive-based storage, which significantly reduces the time required for file transfers and simplifies editing of the main program feed for
off-site services. HD
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by Chase Pickering

Highdef

Revolution II

by Conrad Denke

Each of the seminar participants showed
samples from the various cameras they represented. All looked terrific on the screens.
Alcala showed some footage shot with the
amazing Canon EOS 5D Mark II still camera
which can capture HD images. Its large sensor makes for amazing imagery and Alcala
emphasized that these new tools are just that
– tools that can be adapted, changed, challenged, etc. to create the vision of the person
shooting. Braverman showed some raw footage from a Panasonic camera shot at a comedy event. Primes showed footage from a Sony
EX-1 which was gorgeous also. Curran shared
his experience with JVC cameras shooting in
Alaska in difficult conditions on a documentary about abuse. All of the participants spoke
of some of the disadvantages of these smaller
cameras, but in comparison, the benefits of
size, weight, flexibility and image quality far
outweigh them. Barry Braverman commented
that: “the person going out with the camera
is probably also writing, editing and in charge
of the website. These cameras are geared for
that type of user.” HD

Photo Courtesy © IFA

O

n May 5th at CBS Studio Center in
Los Angeles, the National Television
Academy presented a special seminar on budget-friendly high definition camera
technology. The panel was organized by Alex
Georgiev, CFO of CBS Studio Center and
Brian Zink for the Academy. Moderator for
the panel was Highdef Magazine’s publisher
and producer Conrad Denke. On the panel
were director-cinematographer Felix Enriquez
Alcala (representing Canon), director of photography Barry Braverman (Panasonic), director of photography Tom Curran (JVC), cinematographer-director Robert Primes, A.S.C.
(Sony), and technology expert Philip Hodgetts
of Intelligent Assistance.
The panel began with an overview of the
various systems being used in small cameras
and an emphasis on the recording media and
codecs. Philip Hodgetts discussed Avid’s DNX
and Apple’s ProRes as the leaders in the current codec wars. It is clear that HDV technology is gradually being replaced by other HD
formats, primarily because of the compression
systems available.

Hooked
Reels in Another Season
by Erin Griffin

T

Photo by Mathew Imaging

(L to R) Alex Georgiev, Barry
Braverman, Robert Primes,
Conrad Denke, Felix Enriquez
Alcala, Philip Hodgetts, Tom
Curran, and Brian Zink.
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his summer the National Geographic
Channel (NGC) brings the excitement of
monster fishing home with a new season
of Hooked. From a colossal squid weighing in
at more than 1,000 pounds to a stingray almost
12 feet long, each episode examines the environmental challenges these mega-fish face.
Two episodes of the summer series follow
fish biologist, conservationist and National
Geographic Explorer Zeb Hogan in Hooked:
Monster Fish of Thailand and Hooked:
Monster Fish of Mongolia. While filming on
location, Hogan researched a freshwater fish
that amazingly was only discovered 20 years
ago — the giant stingray. These elusive behemoths are endangered and live on the river
bottom, so just finding them was one of the
production crew’s biggest challenges.
This crew used the HDX900 Panasonic
paired with a Canon HDxs HJ22ex7.6Bx IRSE
lens and a Canon HDxs HJ11ex4.7Bx WRSE
lens.
A second production team traveled by

plane, truck and horseback to find the world’s
biggest trout, known as the Hucho taimen.
This monster fish can grow up to 6 feet in
length, weigh up to 200 pounds and eat just
about anything that crosses its path, including
muskrats, squirrels, smaller fish and sometimes even another taimen!
With only about 10 minutes to film once a
fish was caught, the second production team
used Sony HDW 900F and Sony EX 1 cameras to quickly get the necessary footage. As
producer Vicky Mathews explained, “This was
our game plan: Our host, Zeb Hogan, and
his team would place the slippery customer
in a sling in order not to harm it or stress it
out. They would then do their scientific stuff,
measure the length, weigh and tag it. My DP,
operated the 900 topside with audio, capturing the action and commentary from Zeb,
while I operated the EX I in a Gates housing,
capturing all the action taking place underwater. Then Zeb would don a dry suit and swim
with the fish on release.” HD

Samutsongkhram,
Thailand: Zeb Hogan
explains what he is going
to do with the biggest
stingray caught.
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Äntligen
				 Midsommar!
by Dan Coplan, SOC

Ä

ntligen Midsommar! (“Swedish
Midsummer Comedy”) is a feature film
set in Sweden during ‘Midsommar’,
the longest day of the year and a time for
celebration. The story is about a group of
friends who gather for the festivities. A mix of
varying personalities and relationships, both
past and present, turn what should be a joyous gathering into tragic comedy as secrets
are revealed and alliances are challenged.
The movie stars Luke Perry, of “Beverly Hills
90210” fame, and a number of A-list Swedish
actors including Olle Sarri, Lisa Werlinder, and
Daniel Gustavsson.
Having had great success shooting with
the RED One camera on his previous feature,
director Ian McCrudden was adamant about
shooting with it again. “I love the image and
it allows me to shoot freely. I always shoot two
cameras and like a high shooting ratio. This
helps make the most out of tight schedules.
Digital is a superior medium for that reason
alone. Combine that with outstanding quality
and I’ve found my package of choice.”

Above: Dan Coplan, SOC
checks camera settings while
A-Operator Ryo Rex looks on.
Right: Dan Coplan, SOC
captures the feel of partying
Midsommar-style while
shooting handheld.
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When the offer to shoot this movie came
to me, I was excited to work on the project.
This would be my third feature with the director, we’d be shooting in Sweden with name
talent, and it would be my first opportunity
shooting with the RED.
I had heard a lot about RED and understood the overall concept behind the technology but needed a more informed education.
I downloaded manuals, talked to people
who had used it, and read countless postings
online. There seemed to be a lot of confusion
and varying opinions about the true capabilities of the RED system so I did as I would
before any project and tested the camera
in a variety of settings: indoor, outdoor, chip
charts, human models, over/under exposure
tests, and various ASA settings. RED suggests
rating the camera at 320ASA. I found that 320
offered the best image when overexposing
but was too noisy when underexposing compared to an ASA rating of 160. My solution
was to leave the camera at 320ASA but rate
it at 160ASA with my light meter to give the

Photo by Dan Coplan, SOC

overall capture more exposure and push for a
cleaner signal, all the while being protective
of clipping.
‘False color’ is a very cool feature built
into the camera that allows you to view a
color-coded representation of the image. A
range of colors from blue to red define exposure from shadows to highlights. I referred to
this on occasion but found it a bit abstract
preferring to meter my scenes “the old fashioned way” and safety check my readings
with a histogram overlay at the bottom of
the frame. By combining these built-in tools
with the image itself, I could make intelligent
decisions as to how much I wanted to tweak
over or under exposure, if at all. RGB “traffic
lights” were useful as well in protecting me
from clipping colors.
We put the camera through its paces
shooting boat to boat, car to car, on a car
hood mount, handheld, Steadicam, and on
a jib arm. The camera performed flawlessly
with the exception of one hood mount setup.
We mounted the cameras on both a modern
Volvo station wagon as well as a much older
model. We had no problems with the newer
car but when driving the same route with the
older car we experienced dropped frames.
We couldn’t know for sure, but we assumed
it was from the stiffer suspension. B-Operator
and RED tech, Ryo Rex solved the problem
by cutting out pieces of foam to place on
either side of the hard drives in the drive
brackets, serving as shock absorbers.
We also gave the camera a run for its
money in low light. There were a few times

when the sun was dropping quickly and we
had to scramble to finish scenes in available
light. I recall getting incident meter readings
of the sky under f2.0 and telling the director
we didn’t have enough light to shoot the talent but he insisted we press on to get what
we could. The quality and amount of light
reaching the sensor returned beautiful, rich
imagery which blew my mind. We continued
shooting down to meter readings of f1.0 with
the lens wide open at f1.3 and still captured
perfectly usable footage.
I reviewed footage with Ryo several times
after a day’s shoot. He showed me how, using
software applications Red Cine and Red Alert,
I could view the clips in different color spaces,
develop and test different looks, and recover
information that may have been over or under
exposed as we had a number of high contrast
situations. I was impressed by the immediacy
of reviewing the footage as well as the flexibility working with RAW data.
The movie was edited in Sweden on Final
Cut Pro and color corrected with Baselight.
Fox picked up the movie for an October 2009
release for the Scandinavian market which will
include theatrical, DVD, and television. This is
the first time Fox has made that kind of deal
for a Swedish film. The trailer for the movie
is online at www.dancoplan.com/movies/
Midsommer.mov. HD

Sam (Luke Perry) surprises
Eva (Anna Littorin) with an
aggressive kiss unaware of
the surprise he’s about to
discover.

Dan Coplan, SOC is a DP and Camera/
Steadicam Operator based out of Los Angeles.
He works on a variety of projects including
movies, TV, and documentaries.
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Small Can Create New Perspectives

Juggler video from
an HD MiniCamera
mounted to a pole
handheld to get a more
interesting perspective.
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from www.shellywardent.com.
They do some amazing stuff
with car mounts.
Side-by-side rigs are also
getting smaller and more
mobile than ever before
providing story telling opportunities rarely seen due to
the extra time and difficulty
it used to take. Great rigging
grips are worth their weight
in gold when it comes to putting lenses wherever you want
them safely. And now even
letting a $1,000 camera get a
shot and get crushed in the
process might be well worth
the effort and the loss (record-

ing offboard).
I do a lot of action and
2nd Unit stunt shooting and
operating and the Arri 235
film camera has been an
amazing tool like my old
Filmo with more film and better glass. The Sony EX3 and
Iconix and Cunima (used on
Formula 1 cars) www.cunima.
tv are an amazing size and
truly professional image quality well worth testing. Bottom
line is don’t be limited by
what you have always done.
Put the camera where you
want to and show the world a
new perspective. HD

Photo by B. Sean Fairburn

B. Sean Fairburn, SOC
Director of Photography,
Role Model Productions, LLC
rolemodel@earthlink.net
Seanfairburn.com
818-621-3912
Local 600,
Agent Steve Jacob,
323-460-4767

The size of mini cameras
today is getting smaller, and
the quality is getting better
than ever before, offering the
ability to put cameras in places
of greater interest with ease.
Canon’s EOS 5D Mark
II and Sony’s Handycam and
other cameras of similar size
can be mounted in tight places that accentuate the action
of a shot safely and effectively.
Grab a bag of 3/8ths and
¼-20 bolts and a few mounting plates and a drill, punch
holes in places that let you see
angles never before seen. An
extendable painters pole with
a ¼-20 carriage bolt
through a cut off roller
handle will let you
boom overhead shots
with ease.
Flip out viewfinders allow for
great composition.
Car mounts are a
breeze with suction
cups. Filmtools has
a good variety and a
Manfrotto mini ball
head like the 484 RC2
can be mounted solidly almost anywhere.
Also get some ideas

HPX500 Captures Love in

Postales

by Brian Cali

Dan Fischer.
“The HPX500 was a great
fit for Postales,” said Fischer,
who owns the camera that was
used on the shoot. “Cusco
has virtually no production
support, so we needed a
fast, efficient team and gear. I
loved the idea of a solid-state
camera, and when Josh and
I evaluated the P2 line-up at
Abel Cine Tech (New York,
NY), I was turned on instantly
by the ease of workflow and
immediate results. We tested
the HPX500, and given the
quality of lenses available for
it, the image quality is unsurpassed in its price range.”
“Our Peruvian family

lives in a mud brick adobe
house that was extremely dirty
and dusty,” he added. “That
was one location where I’d
have been terrified if I were
shooting film. Not having
moving parts in the camera
was phenomenal.”
Postales had a 24-day
shoot on location in Peru
last fall. The filmmakers shot
several camera tests in their
home base of Chicago. “I
color timed the tests,” Fischer
said. “We shot it as clean as
we could as I didn’t want any
effects limiting me in post.”
“The dynamic range of
the HPX500 is great, eight to
10 stops depending on where

Photos by Sarah Paz Hyde

P

ostales (Postcards),
a cross-cultural love
story shot in the streets
of Cusco, Peru, written and
directed by Josh Hyde, is
a promising new independent film generating buzz
in the festival circuit. Shot
with Panasonic’s AG-HPX500
2/3” P2 HD shoulder-mount
camcorder, Postales follows
the story of Pablo, a postcardselling street kid, who meets
a young America tourist and,
curious, follows her back to
her hotel, setting off a chain
of events that culminate with a
stolen wallet, young love, and
a family losing its home. The
Director of Photography was

Top right page: DP,
Dan Fischer (R) guides
Steadicam Operator/
Camera Operator Joe
Fitzgerald in the middle of
a take in Cuzco’s Plaza de
Armas with Director Josh
Hyde viewing the scene on
a portable monitor.
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The two central characters
of this cross-cultural love
story, Guimel “Chete”
Martinez, the postcardselling street kid, and
Nadia Alexander, the
American tourist girl, meet
for the first time in the
streets of Cusco, Peru.

your exposure sits,” he continued. “I liked to
underexpose just slightly because I can pull
it up in post and keep my blacks solid and
bring out desired detail in my highlights. I
rate the camera at 500 ISO so I had ND filters
on often during day shoots. All of our nights
moved quickly; while I was setting lights with
my gaffer, I could shoot some doc moments
with the available ball sodium vapors that line
the streets of Cusco. Incredible!”
”I’ve been very surprised by how much I
can tweak the image in post. Having worked
extensively with film negatives in post, I loved
how much I could pull and push the HPX500
image around. I’ve been disappointed in the
past with the lack of latitude most video cameras seem to have, but that isn’t an issue with
the HPX500.”
On the Postales shoot, the HPX500 was
equipped with 2/3” Canon HD primes and
a Fujinon HD zoom lens, matte box, follow
focus and a Panasonic BT-Lh80WU 7.9” widescreen multi-format color electronic viewfinder
and production monitor. The production was
shot with four 16GB P2 cards. “We shot at
1080/24p, getting about 70 minutes shoot-

ing sequentially on the four
cards,” Fischer said.
“Our editor Evan Smith
would offload the cards to
two hard drives so we always
had backups of the MXF files.
Then, he would bring them
to a working/editing drive,
drop them into Final Cut Pro
and make sure every shot was
accounted for per the script
notes. When he was done,
he called and we could clear
those cards.
”Once Evan had the working footage,
he synced up any audio and began rough
string outs. If there were any problem scenes
that day, we would ask him to cut them
right away so we could view the scene and
know we had it. We had a rough assembly
when we finished shooting. That ability was
incredible and is the future of filmmaking for
our generation of storytellers.” HD

(L to R) The principal
Peruvian cast members,
Froilan Quispe, Guimel
“Chete” Martinez, and
Alan Cuba, all non-actors,
wait in between takes.

For more information please check out the blog
at http://postalesmovie.wordpress.com
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New Products for

Makeup Artists

by Bradley M. Look

A

t the recent Powder
Group Makeup Show held
in downtown Los Angeles,
California, several new products
were brought to my attention.
Makeup & Effects
Laboratories, (MEL for short), a
company that has been servicing
the motion picture and television industry for more than thirty
years, recently launched a product line. Featured under MEL
Products, is a complete line of
PAX Makeup used to paint foam appliances.
The PAX line is compatible with many of the
commonly used makeup brands. Currently
the company manufactures over forty-eight
colors that are available in 1-ounce bottles
and/or in pre-packaged kits. Check out their
website for many more products at www.
melfx.com.
While there are many airbrushes currently available, Mistair has created one that
requires no special tools to take it apart. Only
fingers are required! I am referring to Mist
Air’s SL1000 airbrush, which comes fitted with
a standard fine 0.2mm nozzle, and two sizes
of screw on color cups. Mist Air also manufactures a line of compressors, pre-reduced
silicone airbrush makeup and stencils. For
more information, go to their web site www.
mist-air.com.
And finally, Nurturing Force™ has developed several products with the professional
makeup artist in mind. Their Airbrush cleaner
is a non-flammable enzyme cleaner containing Peppermint Oil and food-grade ingredients. Use to clean residue and clogs from
your airbrush. Another interesting product is
the Blotting Paper available either scented or
unscented. Dispenser contains a continuous
roll of paper that is 29 feet. Also used for the
same purpose is Nurturing Force’s® Blot Out
Offensive Shine™ and oil control cream. The
cream when stippled lightly on the skin makes
it instantly matte. Apply on the skin prior to
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October 14 - 15, 2009
Javits Convention Center
New York, NY
www.ccwexpo.com
Qualified HighDef readers, attend
Content & Communications World at no charge!*
Use source code 29CWE18 when registering at
www.ccwexpo.com
CCW is the fall’s premier conference and exhibition for media and
communications technology. CCW features business solutions for content
creation, production and post production, media management, distribution
and delivery, infrastructure management, and a wide range of
communications solutions, including satellite, fiber,
hybrid networks, IP Media and more.
Hear end-user panels, and meet leading vendors to learn the strategies,
tactics and technologies in this rapidly changing market.
CCW features three events in one location – HD World
(www.hdworldshow.com), SATCON (www.satconexpo.com) and
IP Media Expo (www.ipmediaexpo.com).

To Register, visit www.ccwexpo.com
makeup application for control of oil secretion
throughout the day. Take a look at their web
site for more information on their product line
www.NurturingForce.com. HD

* A limited number of complimentary full conference passes (also includes expo admission) have been
underwritten by CCW exhibitors for their end-user clients and prospects. End-users are defined as those
with purchasing authority or purchasing influence who are currently employed by a broadcast/media/
entertainment firm, military and government, telco, or a private sector company that uses information and
communications technology (ICT) or media equipment and services, but does not sell these products, services,
integration or consulting. Expo-only passes are free of charge for all industry professionals, depending on date
of registration. See www.ccwexpo.com/register.asp for full pricing details.
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35Mbps

SDHC

ProHD

XDCAM EX

TM

Final Cut Pro

JVC’s new GY-HM700UXT camera.
Now, you can have it all.
The GY-HM700UXT camera creates native QuickTime files at 35 Mbps, 25 Mbps or 19
Mbps for editing in Final Cut Pro and MP4 compatible files for editing on virtually
every other major NLE system. Dual card slots allow you to store up to six hours of
continuous HD recording on inexpensive, readily available memory cards.
Simultaneous recording on high-speed SxS media is also possible.*3 In addition, JVC’s proprietary codec delivers
broadcast-standard compression for superb picture quality up to 1920 x 1080 (1080p), 1080i and 720p. You can also
count on professional optics and standard features like a bayonet lens mount, a new Canon HD lens, three
progressive CCDs, a new 1.22 megapixel LCOS viewfinder and a large 4.3-inch LCD display. Weighing just 10.2 lbs., you’ll
find the GY-HM700 is perfectly balanced with the ergonomic design sought after by professionals.
Talk to the Pros at JVC and check out the new ProHD GY-HM700 camera.
Call 1-800-582-5825 or visit www.jvc.com/pro

Dual Format Recording
OR

©2009 JVC. Model pictured is the GY-HM700UXT with optional Anton Bauer battery. All trademarks and brand names are the property of their respective proprietors.
*1 Play back compatibility not guaranteed on different types of products due to variation of supported recording mode. * 2 MP4 is the compliant file format used on
the XDCAM EX.™ *3 SxS is a flash memory card designed for professional video cameras with a high-speed PCI Express interface.

